Introduction to Computing at DBI
Sponsored by the Bioinformatics Student Association (BiSA)
Feb. 21st 12pm - 2pm
102 DBI

Agenda

12:00 pm  Introduction of New Students and Announcements
           (food served)

12:30 pm  Overview of key personnel and staff at DBI
           Matt Ralston, BiSA President

12:50 pm  Connecting to a UNIX environment
           Windows Tutorial – Reza Hammond, BiSA Treasurer, and Modupe Adetunji
           Mac Tutorial – Julie Cowart, BiSA Secretary
           VPN and Proxy tutorial – Reza Hammond, BiSA Treasurer

1:20 pm   Overview of BioHen HPC Cluster
           Karol Miaskiwicz, Computer & Information Systems Manager (DBI)
           Shawn Polson, Coordinator, Bioinformatics Core Facility

1:40 pm   Student Demo of using BioHen for research
           Erin Crowgey, BiSA Vice President

Register by email jcowart@udel.edu. Registration required for lunch.